Support for trainees and NQTs
Reading list for geography teaching

What should I read?

Read articles in Teaching Geography to broaden your knowledge of geography teaching and to keep up-to-date with curriculum thinking. (See the ‘Thirty essential articles’ on the next page). These articles are free for GA members to download, and access to the extensive archive of past issues is also free for members. GA members also receive a termly copy of GA Magazine which includes current news about the association and geography education. You should also read Geography which is the GA’s international journal for lecturers, teachers and students in post-16 geography which includes articles on recent research in geography as an academic discipline as well as discussion about geographical education.

Key texts for geography trainee teachers are:


These three texts are referenced extensively throughout the Learning to teach geography pages of the GA website for geography trainee teachers and NQTs.

Other important texts about geography teaching


geography.org.uk
Thirty essential articles for ITE trainees and NQTs to read from *Teaching Geography*

- Ferretti, J. (2009) ‘Effective use of visual resources in the classroom’, *Teaching Geography* 34, 3
Further reading for geography professional development, PGCE and Masters

  - *Into the Black Box: Observing classrooms* (2000) by Sheila King
  - *Maps with Latitude* (2000) by David R. Wright
  - *New Approaches to Fieldwork* (2006) by David Caton
  - *Understanding Place as a Process* (2007) by Charles Rawding
  - *Voices and Choices in Coursework* (2003) by Susan Martin, Alan Reid, Kate Bullock and Keith Bishop
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